French-Canadian literature in my classroom!

A subscription to FrancoBiblio
brings French-Canadian literature
to your fingertips!

French-Canadian literature
in my classroom!

EBOOK BUNDLES
French-Canadian literature in my classroom!

TECHNOLOGY MEETS FRENCH-CANADIAN
LITERATURE
The Regroupement des éditeurs franco-canadiens (REFC)
is proud to present its digital book platform FrancoBiblio,
opening the door for you and your students to discover all the
richness of francophone literature.
Enjoy a wide selection of French-Canadian literary works
through an affordable annual subscription designed
especially for elementary and secondary schools.

A PROVEN TEACHING TECHNIQUE
Using literature in the classroom is key to student success
in reading and writing. Through works set in Ontario, Acadia
and Western Canada, the cultural referents – essential
in a minority context – will engage your students’ interest
and spark discussion. FrancoBiblio combines innovation,
pedagogy and technology to develop literacy skills and
foster identity building.

Literacy correlates not
only with reading and
writing skills, but also with
the development of an individual’s identity and relationship to the world.

Vanhulle, S. and A. Schillings, La « littératie » : métaphores
idéologiques ou concept didactique ? Excerpts from Avec le
portfolio : écrire pour apprendre et se former. Bruxelles: Labor,
2005.

As students read,
write, and reflect, they
make vital links between
their own knowledge and
experience and new viewpoints, information, and
questions.

Literacy for Learning – The Report of the Expert Panel on Literacy
in Grades 4 to 6 in Ontario, 2004, p.11.

FRANCOBIBLIO MAKES BOOKS MOBILE
Young people are all about mobility! The platform is designed for streaming so that the books are
available to students anywhere they may be. FrancoBiblio provides access to the books on any device
(Chromebooks, interactive whiteboards, tablets, smart phones) and adapts to all types of screens.
With FrancoBiblio, eBooks are available to you even without an internet connection!
Our platform also features text-to-speech capability that is compatible with most of the other software on
the market.
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THEME BUNDLES
There’s nothing like diving into literature for absorbing new concepts and facilitating comprehension,
which is why we are offering eBook theme bundles. By engaging the students’ interest, these readings
will generate enriching discussions in the classroom.
Some of the books even have accompanying learning sheets, available at no charge!

BUNDLES CREATED FOR YOU OR BY YOU!
To fit your needs, we have grouped books into clear and relevant themes. These eBook bundles are sorted
by age group and literary genre.
You can also create your own bundles, selecting from the extensive eBook catalogue offered by our
French-Canadian publishers and tailoring bundles to fit the preferences of your specific group of students.

THESE ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF OUR THEME BUNDLES:
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(ages 14 to 17)

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION
With just a few clicks,
FrancoBiblio gives you access to a wide selection
of French-Canadian books in all genres!
ACCESSIBLE AND AFFORDABLE
Yearly subscriptions to FrancoBiblio are priced according to the number of students and are available in
several attractive plans, whether for a class, a grade level, a school, or a school board.

NUMBER OF TITLES PER BUNDLE
1 TITLE (by title)

10 TITLES

30 TITLES

ONE CLASS
(40 subscribers or less)

$ 5,00 /user

$ 7,00 /user

$ 10,00 /user

ONE GRADE LEVEL
(41 to 100 subscribers)

$ 4,50 /user

$ 6,50 /user

$ 9,00 /user

ONE SCHOOL
(101 to 400 subscribers)

$ 4,00 /user

$ 6,00 /user

$ 8,00 /user

ONE SCHOOL BOARD
(500 subscribers and +)

$ 3,50 /user

$ 5,00 /user

$ 7,00 / user

INNOVATIVE AND INSPIRING
FrancoBiblio supports teachers by facilitating access to our books. This technology fosters a stimulating
learning environment that is both educational and entertaining, especially through its capability for
projection onto interactive whiteboards in the classroom.
In the spirit of professional ethics, this platform respects copyright, allowing you to use the books with
complete peace of mind.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
Hugo Thivierge, Development Officer, REFC
pedago@refc.ca | 1 888 320-8070 (toll-free in Canada)
ou 613 562-4507, poste 277

refc.ca

